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SURVEY PAPER

A review of visual inertial odometry from filtering and optimisation perspectives

Jianjun Gui∗, Dongbing Gu, Sen Wang and Huosheng Hu

School of Computer Science and Electronic Engineering, University of Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester CO4 3SQ, UK

(Received 15 April 2015; accepted 25 May 2015)

Visual inertial odometry (VIO) is a technique to estimate the change of a mobile platform in position and orientation
overtime using the measurements from on-board cameras and IMU sensor. Recently, VIO attracts significant attentions
from large number of researchers and is gaining the popularity in various potential applications due to the miniaturisation
in size and low cost in price of two sensing modularities. However, it is very challenging in both of technical development
and engineering implementation when accuracy, real-time performance, robustness and operation scale are taken
into consideration. This survey is to report the state of the art VIO techniques from the perspectives of filtering and
optimisation-based approaches, which are two dominated approaches adopted in the research area. To do so, various
representations of 3D rigid motion body are illustrated. Then filtering-based approaches are reviewed, and followed by
optimisation-based approaches. The links between these two approaches will be clarified via a framework of the Bayesian
Maximum A Posterior. Other features, such as observability and self calibration, will be discussed.

Keywords: visual inertial odometry; SLAM; Kalman filtering; state estimation

1. Introduction

Localisation and mapping are two fundamental problems in
the research area of robot navigation and control. This is ev-
idenced by the fact that simultaneous localisation and map-
ping (SLAM) techniques and structure from motion (SFM)
techniques [1] have been one of major topics in robotic
and computer vision research communities, respectively,
for many years. With the increased interest in applying these
techniques to small-sized platforms, such as small-sized un-
manned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or handhold mobile devices,
the research focus of localisation and mapping is shifted
towards the use of cameras and inertial measurement unit
(IMU) sensor. These sensors are made available nowadays
with high accuracy, miniaturised size, and low cost because
of the fast-developing manufacturing of chips and micro-
electromechanical systems (MEMS) devices. And they are
complimentary with one another in a way which would be
able to compensate for the errors made by each of them via
the redundant information they provided. Furthermore, the
evidence from biological studies shows that the navigation
of human beings and some of animals is partly depending on
various forms of the combination between motion sensing
modalities and vision.[2–4]

Localisation and mapping problem is a state estimation
problem in robotic community. Stochastic estimation al-
gorithms for dynamic systems given noisy measurements,
such as extended Kalman filter (EKF) or particle filters

∗Corresponding author. Email: jgui@essex.ac.uk

(PF), are the main stream tools being used. Some propri-
oceptive sensors provide the measurements on change in
pose overtime and are formulated as a data-driven dynamic
model of mobile platforms. The examples include optical
encoders in ground mobile robots and IMUs in flying robots.
They are well known for the accumulated errors and bi-
ased measurements. Some of exteroceptive sensors, such
as cameras or laser ranging finders, are able to provide
angular or range measurements. Based on triangulation or
trilateration methods, they are able to estimate the position
or orientation of mobile platforms. The estimation relia-
bility heavily depends on environment conditions and the
results are sensitive to the noise of measurements. However,
they can be formulated as the measurement models in state
estimation problems. Then, EKF or PF is able to propagate
the estimated distribution from previous step to current
step by fusing the distribution in dynamic model and the
distribution in measurement models. In most cases, EKF
is used instead of PF due to the large number of states to
be estimated. Then, the means and covariances of Gaussian
distributions are estimated.

Motion estimation from vision is an optimisation prob-
lem in computer vision community.[5] The change in
camera pose is iteratively computed via image
alignment.[6,7] Normally, features are extracted from one
image and reprojected to another image captured from a
different view. Then, the error cost between features and

© 2015 Taylor & Francis and The Robotics Society of Japan
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1290 J. Gui et al.

reprojected features is minimised to find the pose change of
camera and the structures of environment.The optimisation-
based algorithms are mainly gradient based, such as
Newton’s method or Gauss–Newton’s method. In most
cases, the sparse structure of matrix is exploited to increase
the computational efficiency. Only the values of estimated
states are provided while the information on estimation
distributions is not available.

The link between filtering and optimisation-based ap-
proaches can be built up within the framework of Bayesian
inference. The optimisation-based approaches are viewed
as a maximum likelihood (ML) formula where the state
for which the total probability of measurements is high-
est is iteratively found. The filtering-based approaches are
viewed as a Maximum A Posterior (MAP) formula, where
the prior distribution of platform pose is constructed from
the measurements of proprioceptive sensors and the like-
lihood distribution is built up with the measurements of
exteroceptive sensors. For non-linear dynamic model and/or
non-linear measurement model, iterated EKF is equiva-
lent to the optimisation-based approaches where iterative
updates on each single step in EKF are conducted. The
optimisation-based approaches could be reformulated as a
MAP problem from a ML problem by adding a regular-
isation term or prior term from the measurement of pro-
prioceptive sensors or other sources. These are on-line or
‘causal’algorithms where the current estimation depends on
current and previous measurements. The off-line or ‘non-
casual’ algorithms are batch processing procedures where
the current estimation depends on full data-set or it can be
said they depend on not only current and previous mea-
surements but also future measurements. In optimisation-
based approaches, the batch processing is melt down to
solving a group of linear algebraic equations. In filtering-
based approaches, the Kalman smoother is able to find the
posterior Gaussian distribution via a forward pass and a
backward pass.

There is a long list of state variables and parameters
in a VIO problem, which needs to be estimated by given
measurements from IMU and camera. Some of them are
not observable or identifiable, leading to an error growing
performance. The analysis of observability and identifiabil-
ity of states and parameters provides a clear understanding
of the estimation results, and potentially provides a guide
to sufficiently exciting the platform via specialised motion
patterns.

The popular SLAM techniques are able to provide the est-
imated results on pose of platform and structure of
environment. A process called loop closure detection is
required to bound the accumulated errors caused by est-
imation algorithms.[8–10] However, the loop closure is not
explicitly pursued in VIO techniques. Therefore, the esti-
mated errors in VIO would be accumulated and could not
be bounded. Due to no loop closure detection, long time and
large-scale localisation become possible within small-sized

device. Then, the research question is shifted towards how
to exploit the techniques that could slow down the error
increasing.

This paper will present a survey of recent developments
and advances of VIO techniques. It is organised from both
filtering and optimisation perspectives, illustrating their fun-
damental models, algorithms and recent results. The survey
will also highlight the links between two approaches and
contribute an in-depth view of VIO techniques. The discus-
sion on state observability and parameter identifiability will
be provided. Our vision on this research area is summarised.

In the following, filtering-based approaches are intro-
duced in Section 2, followed by optimisation-based app-
roaches in Section 3. The links between them are
summarised in Section 4. The analysis of observability and
identifiability will be addressed in Section 5. The conclu-
sions and future work are briefly provided in Section 6.

2. Filtering-based approaches

An EKF framework generally consists of a prediction step
and an updating step. For a filtering-based VIO approach,
inertial sensors are able to provide acceleration and rota-
tional velocity measurements in three axes, which serve as
the data-driven dynamic model or prior distribution for a
3D rigid body motion and make the motion prediction in
prediction step. Cameras are able to provide the angular
and ranging measurements between features and the mo-
bile platform, which serve as the measurement model or
likelihood distribution and update the prediction results in
updating step.

We assume a mobile platform, which is only equipped
with a camera and an IMU, moves in an unknown environ-
ment. The spatial relationship between the camera and IMU
is fixed and can be expressed as known position and attitude.
The aim of an EKF based VIO algorithm is to provide the
information of position and orientation of the platform using
inertial measurements and visual observations of unknown
environment. Next, we will present a full description of the
EKF framework based on the work in [11], which includes
the state presentation, IMU data-driven dynamics and the
visual observations. This will pave a way for further analysis
and discussion in the following sections.

2.1. IMU data driven dynamic model

An IMU state vector of 3D rigid body at any time instant
can be defined by a 16 × 1 vector,

xI =
[
I
Wq̄T W pTI

WvTI bTg bTa
]T

where I
Wq̄ is the unit quaternion describing the rotation from

world frame {W} to IMU frame {I}, W pI and WvI are the
position and velocity with respect to {W}, bg and ba are
3×1 vectors that describe the biases affecting the gyroscope
and accelerometer measurements, respectively. The spatial
relations between frames are shown in Figure 1.
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Advanced Robotics 1291

Figure 1. Coordinate frames. Each frame can be transformed from other frame by a rotation q̄ and a translation p.

Assuming that the inertial measurements contain noises
with zero-mean Gaussian models, denoted as ng and na ,
the real angular velocity ω and the real acceleration a are
related with gyroscope and accelerometer measurements in
the following form:

ωm = ω + bg + ng am = a + ba + na

The data-driven dynamic model is a combination of 3D
rigid body dynamics and the above IMU measurements,
which can be represented by the following form:

I
W
˙̄q (t) = 1

2
�(ω)IW q̄ Wv̇I = CT

I
W q̄ a − g

W ṗI =W vI ḃg = nwg ḃa = nwa

where CI
W q̄ denotes a rotational matrix described by I

Wq̄ and g

as the gravity vector in world frame {W}. ω = [
ωx ωy ωz

]T
is the angular velocity expressed in IMU frame {I}, while

�(ω) =
[−�ω×� ω

−ωT 0

]
is the quaternion kinematic matrix

with �ω×� representing the skew-symmetric matrix. The
IMU biases are modelled as random walk process, driven
by the Gaussian noise, nwg and nwa .

Let unit quaternion be q̄ := (
q0, qT

)T and its correspond-
ing rotational matrix be Cq̄ . Two orientation representations
can be linked via the equation below:

Cq̄ =
(

2q2
0 − 1

)
I3 − 2q0�q×� + 2qqT

Apart from the current IMU state xI mentioned above,
a widely used state vector for filtering-based approaches
includes a spatial scale λ (slow drift) and current camera
pose

[
W
Cq̄T W pTC

]T. Here, we present a system state only
containing a camera pose and it can be expressed as a 24-
element vector. However, in various methods, the whole
system state may include more than one past camera pose

and keeps a moving window to limit them during state
updating.

x =
[
I
Wq̄T W pTI

WvTI bTg bTa λ W
Cq̄T W pTC

]T
with other three differential equations,

λ̇ = 0 W
C
˙̄q = 0 W ṗC = 0

Applying the expectation operator in above equations,
we obtain the prediction results using the IMU data-driven
dynamic model:

I
W

˙̄̂q = 1
2�
(
ωm − b̂g

)
I
W

ˆ̄q W ˙̂vI = CTI
W
ˆ̄q
(

am − b̂a

)
− g

W ˙̂pI =W v̂I
˙̂bg = 0 ˙̂ba = 0 ˙̂

λ = 0 W
C

˙̄̂q = 0 W ˙̂pC = 0

(1)

This can be abstracted as a non-linear system function
with camera measurement z and a process noise term np ∼
N (0, Q),

xk+1 = f (xk, zk)+ np,k (2)

2.2. Error state representation and updating

For the position, velocity and bias state variables, the arith-
metic difference can be applied (i.e. the error in the esti-
mate x̂ of a quantity x is defined as x̃ = x − x̂), but the
error quaternion should be defined under the assumption
as local minimal situation.[12] If ˆ̄q is the estimated value
of quaternion q̄, then the orientation error is described by
the error quaternion δq̄, which is defined by the relation
q̄ = δq̄ ⊗ ˆ̄q ⇒ δq̄ = q̄ ⊗ ˆ̄q−1. In this expression, the
symbol ⊗? denotes quaternion multiplication. Intuitively,
the quaternion δq̄ describes a small rotation that causes
the true and estimated attitude to coincide. Since attitude
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1292 J. Gui et al.

corresponds to three Degree of Freedom (DoF), δθ is used
to describe the attitude errors, which is a minimal represen-
tation. The error quaternion δq̄ can be written as

δq̄ =
[ 1

2δθ√
1 − 1

4δθ
Tδθ

]
≈
[

1
2δθ

1

]

Thus, the error state vector containing 22 elements is

x̃ =
[
δθIW

T W p̃TI
WṽTI b̃

T
g b̃

T
a λ̃ δθWC

T W p̃TC
]T

The differential equations for the continuous time error
state are

δθ̇IW = −�ω̂×�δθIW − b̃g − ng

W ˙̃vI = −CT
I
W
ˆ̄q
(
�â×� + b̃a + na

)
W ˙̃pI =W ṽI

˙̃bg = nwg
˙̃ba = nwa

˙̃
λ = 0 W

C
˙̄̃q = 0 W ˙̃pC = 0

with ω̂ = ωm − b̂g and â = am − b̂a .
By stacking the differential equations for error state, the

linearised continuous time error state equation can be
formed,

˙̃x = Fc x̃ + Gcn

with the noise vector n =
[
nTa , nTwa, nTg , nTwg

]T
. And the

covariance matrix of n depends on the noise characteristics
of IMU, Qc = diag

(
σ 2

na
, σ 2

nwa
, σ 2

ng
, σ 2

nwg

)
.

In practical, the inertial measurements for state propa-
gation are obtained from IMU in discrete form, thus we
assume the signals from gyroscopes and accelerometers are
sampled with time interval �t , and the state estimate is
propagated using numerical integration like Runge–Kutta
methods. Moreover, the covariance matrix of EKF filter is
defined as

Pk|k =
[

P I Ik|k P I Ck|k
P I Ck|k P CCk|k

]
where P I Ik|k is the covariance matrix of the IMU state,
P CCk|k is the 6N × 6N covariance matrix of the camera
pose estimates and P I Ck|k is the correlation between errors
in IMU state and camera pose estimates. With this notation,
the covariance matrix can be propagated by

Pk+1|k = Fd Pk|k FT
d + Qd (3)

where the state-transition matrix can be calculated by as-
suming Fc and Gc to be constant over the integration time
interval between two consecutive steps,

Fd = exp(Fc�t) = I + Fc�t + 1

2
F2

c�t2 + · · · (4)

and the discrete-time covariance matrix Qd can also be
derived through numerical integration,

Qd =
∫
�t

Fd (τ )Gc Qc GT
c Fd (τ )

T dτ (5)

Thus, the mean and covariance propagation process as of
the EKF-based VIO framework is summarized as follows,

(a) when IMU data, ωm and am , in a certain sample
frequency, are available to the filter, the state vec-
tor is propagated using numerical integration on
Equation (1).

(b) calculate Fd and Qd according to (4) and (5)
respectively.

(c) the propagated state covariance matrix is com-
puted from (3).

2.3. Visual measurement model and updating

Due to the biases and noises in IMU data, the prediction
results from prediction step become worse and worse with
time increasing. The measurements from visual sensors
would be able to provide key information to bound the in-
creased errors. To do so in an EKF framework, key informa-
tion extracted from images should be cast into measurement
equations. There are various methods to build a measure-
ment model. For example, the loosely coupled methods
where image alignment is used to directly obtain the po-
sition and orientation changes fuse two estimated results
together via an EKF framework.[13] The so-called tightly
coupled methods advocate the use of key information ex-
tracted from images. The key information could be the fea-
tures extracted from images via feature detectors,[14] direct
light intensity with depth information (point cloud),[15,16]
or semi-direct light intensity with depth information.[17]
The key information is modelled as the measurement
equation so that an analytic relationship between the key
information and the state variables is provided. In general,
a non-linear algebraic equation can be viewed as the mea-
surement equation:

zk = h(xk)+ nm,k (6)

where nm models the Gaussian noise with zero mean and
covariance R in visual measurement.

After linearisation, the measurement error is expressed
in a linear form:

z̃ = ẑ − z = H x̃ + nm (7)

where H is the Jacobian matrix, and the noise term is
Gaussian distributed and uncorrelated to the state error.
ẑ and z represent the prediction and real measurement,
respectively.

For using features as the visual information, the most
straightforward way is to exploit the pinhole model to build
up the measurement equation in camera frame {C}. A point
u = [u v]T in an image is extracted to represent the key
information. First, the spatial relationship between a point
u in the camera frame and a point W pu in the world frame
{W} is established as following equation:

[x y z]T =C pu = CC
W q̄
(W pu −W pC

)
λ

Strictly speaking, the visual world {V} is different to the
real world {W}, but they are linked by initialising fixed
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Advanced Robotics 1293

translation W pV and rotation Wq̄V as shown in Figure 1. Here,
for simplicity, we only use the world frame {W}.

The position in the image frame is linked to the state
variables W pC and Wq̄C in the world frame via the camera
pinhole model, described in Equation (10). The measure-
ment model thus can be expressed briefly as

z = u = 1

z
[x y]T + nm

And the estimation of this point in the world frame W p̂u can
be calculated by iterative minimisation methods
beforehand.[18]

For other key visual information, such as pixel intensity
or gradient, the measurement model should build up the
link between a measurement and the state variables, then
the non-linear measurement equation is linearised to obtain
the Jacobian matrix.

At this point, the updating step is ready for updating the
prediction results made in prediction step. The Kalman gain
is calculated as

K = Pk+1|k HT (H Pk+1|k HT + R
)−1 (8)

and final correction x̃k+1 = K · z̃. After the correction, we
can get the updated state estimate xk . Lastly, the error state
covariance is updated as

Pk+1|k+1 = (I − K H) Pk+1|k (9)

The full update process is summarised as follows:

(a) when visual data, normally raw image, in a cer-
tain sample frequency are available, some image
processing procedures are adopted to extract the
key information.

(b) calculate the residual as (7).
(c) compute the Kalman gain as (8).
(d) update the state by adding the correction.
(e) update the error state covariance as (9).

3. Optimisation-based approaches

The optimisation-based approaches mainly rely on the tech-
niques of image processing for feature extraction and opti-
misation for image alignment, while inertial measurement
is treated as prior, regularisation terms or totally ignored. In
most cases, there are two stages in an optimisation-based
approach: mapping and tracking.[15] In mapping stage, fea-
tures, such as corners, edges or other landmarks in 3D space,
are extracted from an image via various features detectors.
Then a reprojected error is defined between two images for
all the features detected. The error is used as a cost function
to be optimised in order to find the coordinates of features or
landmarks.[7] In tracking stage, the coordinates of features
and landmarks in the map are used to define a reprojected
error between two images, and an optimisation algorithm is
applied again to find the changes in position and orientation

of the mobile platform. The idea of separating the estimation
problem into two stages is to obtain a fast tracking result
while the mapping processing is time consuming.[14,15]
Simultaneously optimising a cost defined using reprojected
error between two images against coordinates of 3D features
and pose changes of the mobile platform is possible [19]
while using the concept of keyframes is able to marginalise
old states to maintain a bounded optimisation window for
real-time operation.

3.1. Feature alignment

Iterative non-linear optimisation is formulated to find the
camera pose changes and/or feature coordinates by min-
imising a reprojection error of observed regions in images.
Normally, a map consists of features identified in a number
of keyframes in which significant features are found. The
map is presented by a series of 3D coordinate vectors of
features. When a new image is obtained, a decision should
be made about whether or not it is a keyframe. If so, the
coordinates of new features found in this new image is
computed via an image alignment algorithm and added to
the map together with current camera pose. Otherwise, the
map keeps unchanged.

As shown in Figure 2, a 3D rigid body transformation
T ∈ SE(3) denotes rotation and translation in 3D:

T =
(

R t
0 1

)
with R ∈ SO(3) and t ∈ R

3

The optimisation purpose in image alignment is to find
the transformation T in each time step, i.e. T is regarded
as the camera pose. A minimal representation for camera
pose is better for optimisation purpose. The Lie algebra
se(3) corresponding to the tangent space of SE(3) at the
identity is used as the minimal representation. The algebra
element is called twisted coordinates ξ = [ωT υT]T ∈ R

6.
The map from Lie algebra se(3) to Lie group SE(3) is the
exponential map T (ξ) = exp(ψ (ξ)) and its inverse map
is the logarithm map ψ (ξ) = log T (ξ), where ψ (ξ) is the
wedge operator,

ψ (ξ) =
( �ω×� υ

0 1

)

A 3D point with homogeneous vector C pu in the camera
frame maps to the image coordinate u via the pinhole cam-
era projection model:

u = π
(C pu

) =
(

u0
v0

)
+
[

fu 0
0 fv

]( x
z
y
z

)
(10)

where u0, v0 and fu, fv are the principal point and focal
length, respectively, representing camera intrinsic param-
eters which can be calibrated beforehand. Given a depth
information du for a point u, the 3D point in the camera
frame can be recovered from an image coordinate:

C pu = π−1(u, du)
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1294 J. Gui et al.

Figure 2. Projection. A 3D point W pu is projected into two image frames linked by motion ξ .

The mapping from a point W pu in the world frame to
a point in the camera frame is C pu = exp(ψ (ξ))W pu. For
monocular camera, the visual measurement model becomes
z = [u v]T = u(ξ ,W pu). The depth information of a pixel
is obtained by triangulating two consecutive keyframes us-
ing a set of independent filter.[14,20] For stereo cameras,
z = [ul vl ur ]T , which is also a function of ξ and W pu. The
depth information is obtained via stereo vision techniques.

The reprojection error is defined as the difference be-
tween a measurement z and its estimate ẑ(ξ̂ ,W p̂u):

z̃ = z − ẑ(ξ̂ ,W p̂u)

The cost function η
(
ξ̂ ,W p̂u

)
is the sum of all squared

errors z̃ with a weighting matrix W :

η
(
ξ̂ ,W p̂u

)
=

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

z̃Ti, jwi, j z̃i, j

where j from 1 to m is the index of points within a frame,
and i is the number of frames indexing a set with size n.

The optimisation problem is defined as

ξ ,W pu = arg min
ξ ,W pu

η
(
ξ̂ ,W p̂u

)
The method used to solve the above problem is called Bun-
dle Adjustment.[7]

In PTAM,[14] the optimisation process is separated into
two parallel threads: mapping and tracking. Given the track-
ing results ξ̂ , the optimisation problem in the mapping
thread is:

W pu = arg min
W pu

η
(
ξ̂ ,W pu

)
Given the mapping results W p̂u, the optimisation problem

in the tracking thread is:

ξ = arg min
ξ
η
(
ξ ,W p̂u

)

In Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm, the key is to
find an increment δ in each iterative step, then update the
optimised state variables. The solution to δ is found by:(

HTW H + α I
)
δ = −HT

e W z

where H is the Jacobian of z and α is the LM damping
parameter.

In most cases, only the features in sparse keyframes are
maintained in the computer in order to limit the optimisation
complexity as the same scale as filtering-based
approaches.[19]

3.2. Dense alignment

The reprojection error is defined using the coordinates of
features or landmarks within images in the above discus-
sion. However, it requires a feature detection process, which
ignores most parts of an image as the features are only
extracted sparsely. The feature extraction process is often
badly conditioned, noisy and not robust therefore relying
on higher level robust estimation techniques. Since all these
estimation steps are not on the level of raw image measure-
ments (intensities), they systematically propagate feature
extraction errors and accumulate drifts.

Appearance and optical flow-based techniques, on the
other hand, are image-based and minimise an error directly
based on raw image measurements,[21] i.e. the photomet-
ric(brightness or intensity) function is used, and therefore
are called direct or dense methods. Dense methods aim at
using the whole image for alignments. Non-linear optimisa-
tion techniques are used to find the transformation between
two scenes. It is increasingly clear that it is possible to
get more complete, accurate and robust results using dense
methods for both mapping and tracking. The work in [22,23]
minimises the photometric error via image alignment for
visual odometry using Kinect RGB-D cameras. The work
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Advanced Robotics 1295

in [24] includes both of photometric error and depth error
to minimise.

With RGB-D camera available, such as Kinect sensors,
the depth information of a pixel makes the alignment of
multiple scans possible by minimising distance measures
between all of the data in each image, rather than limited
number of features or landmarks. Such dense scan is able
to reconstruct surface scenes in the environment and track
the pose. Given two successive dense depth measurements,
surfaces or 3D point clouds of the same static scene ob-
served from different viewpoints, one can find the change
in pose of the camera by obtaining the rigid transformation
that best maps one point cloud onto the other.

The Iterative Closest Point (ICP) is popular algorithm to
match the scans through optimising the rigid
transformation.[25] The ICP works in this way: given two
corresponding point sets: β = {β1, · · · , βn} and
γ = {γ1, · · · , γn} and the translation and rotation between
them are t and R, respectively, t and R are found by min-
imising the sum of squared errors:

1

n

n∑
i=1

‖βi − Rγi − t‖2

If the correct correspondences are known, the rotation and
translation can be calculated in a closed form. If correct
correspondences are unknown as in most cases, it is gen-
erally impossible to find the optimal relative rotation and
translation in one step. The iterating to find the alignment
[25] is sought via finding the closest points’correspondence.
The ICP converges if starting positions are close enough.
One work using ICP for visual odometry is reported in [26].

The dense alignment can also be done by matching cur-
rent image against a scene model. KinectFusion in [27] is the
one which provides a real-time solution for dense alignment
via separated mapping and tracking threads in GPU where
a truncated signed distance function is employed for scene
model. However, performing ICP on the full point cloud
is computationally expensive, and does not provide a real-
time solution on a general PC.

For a monocular camera, the depth information is not
available.An inverse depth map is estimated in [15] by min-
imising a photometric error via non-convex optimisation
algorithm in the mapping thread. In the tracking thread, the
image alignment is used. Estimating the depth information
in a monocular camera is also conducted via a Bayesian
filter followed by an optimisation process to smooth the
depth map in [28].

To further simplify the computational complexity and
maintain the accuracy of dense methods, semi-dense or
semi-direct methods have been proposed recently [29,30]
for monocular camera. A semi-dense depth map covering
all image regions with non-negligible gradients. The in-
verse depth map is estimated using the Bayesian filter while
the tracking is obtained by directly minimising the dense
photometric error. As stated in [30], semi-direct or semi-

dense methods use hundreds of small patches to increase
the robustness and allow for neglecting the patch normals.

3.3. Inertial measurement term

The measurement from an IMU sensor is the data source to
the data-driven 3D rigid motion dynamics in filtering-based
approaches, and is fused with the measurement from cam-
eras via Kalman filter. This is tightly coupled as the cross
variances between two parts are taken into
consideration.[11] The loosely coupled fusion is to maintain
a constant processing time by fusing the already estimated
pose from visual sensor with the predicted pose from IMU
via an EKF.[31] In optimisation-based approaches, the fu-
sion between two parts can also be made tightly, i.e. no ex-
plicit pose estimates from camera is required. The predicted
result from IMU driven dynamics in Equation (1) is viewed
as a Gaussian distribution. The error between predicted
results and true state is cast as the square error weighted
by the covariance, then added to the cost function as a
regularisation term.[19] In term of the Bayesian inference,
the regularisation term is viewed as the prior while the image
alignment term as the likelihood. The optimised result is a
posteriori distribution, which is the one resulted from the
ML estimation result of pure image alignment smoothed by
the IMU prior.

4. Links between filtering and optimisation based ap-
proaches

Both of filtering-based and optimisation-based approaches
can be formed under the Bayesian inference. When the
succession of approximation linearisation is necessary, their
link can be made explicitly via the iterated EKF. When
the approximation linearisation is just a single step, the
smoother-based approaches which include a forward pass
and a backward pass are equivalent to the optimisation-
based approaches which are solved via the Cholesky de-
composition of information matrix of least square problems.
To reduce the computational complexity, reducing the state
variables to be estimated is implemented by maintaining
only keyframes or a sliding window. In particular, the slid-
ing window scheme or moving horizon estimation divides
the cost into two parts, and one popular way to implement
two parts is optimising the result in one part and marginal-
ising out oldest states in another part with an EKF.

4.1. Iterated EKF update

The core of filtering based approaches is the Kalman filter
and the core of optimisation-based approaches is the Gauss–
Newton method. The link between them is the iterated EKF
(IEKF).[32] An EKF has two steps: prediction and update.
Let the result of prediction step is x̂k ∼ N (xk, Pk) at
current time k. The difference between EKF and IEKF is
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1296 J. Gui et al.

that there is an iterative loop in the update step of IEKF
while a single loop is executed in the update step of EKF.
It is the iterative loop of IEKF which is able to drive the
error caused by model linearisation as close as possible to
the counterpart in optimisation-based approaches.

In the following, we will show the equivalence between
the iterative loop in update step of IEKF and the Gauss–
Newton method of optimisation approaches from maximis-
ing likelihood (ML).

At time k, the IEKF has xk, x̂k|k−1 and zk as the current
state, the current state estimate and the measurement, re-
spectively. The measurement model is the same as Equation
(6) and x̂k|k−1 ∼ N (xk, Pk|k−1).

Define an error vector as in quadratic cost function with
a free variable μ.

e(μ) = S
[

zk − h(μ)
x̂k|k−1 − μ

]

where ST S =
[

R 0
0 Pk|k−1

]−1

.

The maximum likelihood optimisation problem is:

μ = arg max
μ

exp

(
−1

2
e(μ)Te(μ)

)
or

μ = arg min
μ

(
1

2
e(μ)Te(μ)

)

Given the initial value μ(0) = x̂k|k−1, the Gauss–Newton
method

μ(i+1) = μ(i) −
((

∇e(μ(i))
)T ∇e(μ(i))

)−1

(
∇e(μ(i))

)T
e(μ(i))

And

∇e(μ(i)) = −S
[

H(i)

I

]

where H(i) = ∇h(μ(i)). Using the above gradient, the
Gauss–Newton method becomes

μ(i+1) =
(

HT
(i)R

−1 H(i) + P (i)k|k−1

)−1

×
(

HT
(i)R

−1
(

zk − h(μ(i))+ H (i)μ(i)
)

+P (i)k|k−1 x̂k|k−1

)

= x̂k|k−1 + K (i)
k

(
zk − h(μ(i))− H(i)

×
(

x̂k|k−1 − μ(i)
))

(11)

with the gain

K (i)
k = P (i)k|k−1 HT

(i)

(
H(i)P (i)k|k−1 HT

(i) + R
)−1

(12)

And the covariance is

P (i+1)
k|k−1 = E

[(
μ(i+1) − μ(i))T(μ(i+1) − μ(i)

)]
=
(

I − K (i)
k H(i)

)
P (i)k|k−1 (13)

After the loop in i , it can be seen that the results from the
update step are x̂k|k = μ(i+1) and Pk|k = P (i+1)

k|k−1.
In summary, the above iterative loop of Gauss–Newton

method is viewed as the update step of IEKF, i.e.

(a) Initialization: i = 0, μ(0) = x̂k|k−1 and P (0)k|k−1 =
Pk|k−1;

(b) Loop calculation from Equations (11) to (13);
(c) Final updating: x̂k|k = μ(i+1) and Pk|k = P (i+1)

k|k−1.

When only one iterative loop is executed, the above is the
update step of EKF. Their relationship can be viewed clearly
in Figure 3.

4.2. Smoothing-based approaches

The filtering-based approaches are a sequence iterative pro-
cess where the current estimated results depend on the cur-
rent measurements and the past estimated results (the past
measurements are condensed into the past estimated re-
sults), i.e. future measurements do not make any contri-
butions to the current estimated results. If this is not the
case, i.e. future measurements do make contributions to the
current estimated results, the smoothing-based approaches
should be applied. This is more like a batch algorithm where
the estimation is made when all the measurements are
available.[33]

The IMU data-driven dynamics (2) and the camera
measurement Equation (6) are still adopted. The full prob-
ability is

p(x, z) = p(x0)

n∏
i=1

p(xi |xi−1)

m∏
i=1

p(zi |xi )

The MAP problem is

arg max
x

p(x, z) = arg min
x

( n∑
i=1

‖xi − f (xi−1)‖P i

+
m∑

i=1

‖zi − h(xi )‖Ri

)

Linearising f (·) and h(·), the above minimisation problem
is rewritten as a group of linear equations in the general
form:

ATAδ� = ATb

This can be solved by Cholesky decomposition of ATA.[33]
This is the perspective of optimisation-based approaches to
the batch processing.

On the other hand, the batch processing can be interpreted
from the perspective of filtering-based approaches, which
is based on stochastic treatment.
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Advanced Robotics 1297

Figure 3. Links of methods. The process and relationship of EKF, IEKF and smoother.

The Kalman smoother experiences forward and back-
ward passes, as shown in Figure 3. The forward pass
computes p(xk |z0:k) given the data available so far. The
backward pass computes p(xk |z0, · · · , zn) given all the
data.

Traditionally, the Kalman filter is expressed as

x̂k+1|k = E [xk+1|z0:k]

Pk+1|k = E
[
(xk+1 − x̂k+1|k)(xk+1 − x̂k+1|k)T|z0:k

]
x̂k|k = E [xk |z0:k]

Pk|k = E
[
(xk − x̂k|k)(xk − x̂k|k)T|z0:k

]
After linearising, it becomes:

x̂k+1|k = Fx̂k|k
Pk+1|k = F Pk|k FT + Q

K k+1 = Pk+1|k HT(H Pk+1|k HT + R)−1

x̂k+1|k+1 = x̂k+1|k + K k+1(zk+1 − H x̂k+1|k)
Pk|k = Pk+1|k − K k+1 H Pk+1|k

The p(xk |z0:k) only takes into account the past information
relative to xk . If we incorporate it with the future observa-
tions, more refined state estimates can be found. Estimators
that take into account both past and future are often called
smoother, which can be written as following.

Lk = Pk|k FTP−1
k+1|k

x̂k|n = x̂k|k + Lk
(
x̂k+1|n − x̂k+1|k

)
Pk|n = Pk|k + Lk(Pk+1|n − Pk+1|k)LT

k

As an extension to Kalman smoother, it is possible to
use an EM algorithm to learn the parameters of the system.
The parameters include the noise covariances Q, R and the
F, H .

Although the above algorithm goes through two passes,
there is no attempt to solve a succession of linear approxi-

mation to the non-linear problem. If there is no good lineari-
sation point, the bad result would be expected. Also as the
trajectory goes longer and longer, the scale of the linearised
equations is unmanaged.

4.3. Marginalisation to keyframes

If all the state variables and features encountered during the
course of operation are maintained, like the above scenario,
the computational complexity becomes larger and larger
with the increasing of exploring trajectory. However, not all
the sensory data are useful. There are some of them which
contain key information on tracking and mapping, while
others could be redundant or contain trivial information
which could be ignored. There are two ways to select useful
information from the past historical data. One is a fixed
window scheme in which only recent N data measure-
ments are kept while all the data before N measurements
are simply marginalised out. Another one is to select N
data measurements from all the data-set according to some
criteria, which is illustrated in Figure 4. The most popular
criteria are the critical information contained in the data
so that those keyframes are maintained during the entire
processing.[19,34]

Marginalising out states is equivalent to applying the
Schur compliment to the least squared problem. For
example, [

A11 A12
AT

12 A22

] [
x1
x2

]
=
[

b1
b2

]

Changing to[
A11 A12

0 A22 − AT
12 A11 A12

] [
x1
x2

]
=
[

b1

b2 − AT
12 A11b1

]
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1298 J. Gui et al.

After this forward substitution step, the smaller system is

A22 − AT
12 A11 A12x2 = b2 − AT

12 A11b1

Marginalising out the state x1 will induce dependencies
between other states that are dependent on x1 like A11 and
A12. And marginalising out the oldest pose from the full
solution may cause fill-in in three places [35]:

• between any landmarks that are visible from that
pose;

• between the states of the next oldest pose;
• between the next oldest pose and all landmarks seen

by the removed pose.

The matrices in the problem solution would become dense
and affect the computational efficiency.

4.4. Moving horizon estimation

Moving horizon estimation (MHE) approaches separates
the MAP cost into two parts. Only recent N terms from
step k to κ = k − N + 1 are optimised each step, while the
oldest terms are summarised into an arrival cost, which is
approximated by an EKF, as shown in Figure 4.

Let the time intervals be [0, k − N ] and [κ, k]. The MAP
problem is

arg min
x

( k−N∑
i=0

‖xi+1 − f (xi )‖2
Q +

k−N∑
i=0

‖z − h(xi )‖2
R

+
k−1∑
i=κ

‖xi+1 − f (xi )‖2
Q +

k∑
i=κ

‖z − h(xi )‖2
R

)

With the sum of first N terms is an arrival cost, the MHE
problem is

arg min
xκ ,w

k−1
κ

(
k−1∑
i=κ

‖np,i‖2
Q +

k∑
i=τ

‖z − h(xi )‖2
R + φκ(xκ)

)

s.t. g(xi , zi , np,i ) ≤ d, i = κ, · · · , k

where κ refers to the starting time of MHE window, φκ is
the arrival cost at time τ ∈ [κ, k]. The arrival cost can be
approximated by an EKF:

φκ(xκ) = ‖xκ − x̂κ‖2
Pκ

where the covariance P is propagated by

P i+1 = Q + F(P i − P i HT(R + H P i HT)−1 H P i )FT

5. State observability and parameter identifiability

The problem which VIO is tackling with is to recover the
platform trajectory in the global frame on-line given the
measurements from inertial and visual sensors. However,
this problem is solved not straightforward in terms of practi-
cal implementation. Apart from the complexity of filtering-
or optimisation-based approaches, some parameters play a
crucial role in the success of dynamic state estimation rep-
resenting the platform trajectory. These parameters include:

• Camera intrinsic parameters: focal length, princi-
pal points and lens distortion.

• IMU parameters: acceleration and gyroscope
biases.

• Spatial parameters: the transform between IMU
and camera.

• Temporal parameter: the time delay between IMU
and camera measurements

They are treated as time-invariant variables except the IMU
biases and called parameters of the system. In contrast, the
platform trajectory is represented by time-variant variables:
states.

Figure 4. Keep N states. Marginalisation and moving horizon estimation.
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Given only the measurements from IMU and camera,
the question whether these states and parameters can be
recovered can be answered from the analysis of observ-
ability and identifiability. Traditionally, states are dynamic
variables and their estimation problem is analysed using
observability while parameters are static variables and their
calibration is analysed using identifiability. Modelling the
parameters with random walk processes is able to analyse
them using observability, like the IMU biases.

5.1. State observability

Observability is a fundamental property which reflects the
possibility of estimating states on the basis of input/output
data. Let y (t, t0, x0, z(t))denotes the output trajectory from
an initial state x0, initial time t0 and measurement reading
z(t) for the continuous time system. Two initial states x1

0 and
x2

0 are defined to be indistinguishable if y
(
t, t0, x1

0, z(t)
) =

y
(
t, t0, x2

0, z(t)
)

for t0 < t < tN , and all admissible mea-
surement z(t). If states are distinguishable, they can be
estimated from the outputs and the known measurements.
If states are indistinguishable, they are called unobservable
and their corresponding variance will grow without bound
and blow up.

Observability of a linear system is a global property that
can be determined either from the rank of the observabil-
ity matrix or from the rank of Gramian matrix. However,
observability of a non-linear system is determined locally
about a given state.[36] The local observability is stronger
than the observability. The local observability distinguishes
states from their neighbours. The local weak observability
instantaneously distinguishes states from their neighbours
without large excursions.[37]

The advantage of local weak observability is the avail-
ability of Lie derivative algebraic test. For a non-linear sys-
tem composed by Equations (2) and (6). The Lie derivative
of h(·) with respect to f (·) is

L f h(x) = ∇h(x) f (x)

The Lie derivatives can be defined recursively,

L2
f h(x) = L f (L f h(x)) = ∇L f h(x) f (x)

L2
fi f j

h(x) = L f j (L fi h(x)) = ∇L fi h(x) f j (x)

The zero-order Lie derivative of any function is the function
itself L0h(x) = h(x).

The observability matrix O is formed by stacking the Lie
derivatives of h(x) as its rows.

O = {Ll
fi ... f j

h(x)|i, j = 1, ..., l; l ∈ N}
The system is locally weakly observable at x0 if O has

full column rank at x0. As the state and measurement equa-
tions are infinitely smooth, the observability matrix can
have infinite number of rows. If sufficient number of rows
which are linearly independent can be found, O is full rank
and the system is locally weakly observable.

Based on the observability rank condition, there are a
number of publications which show that the platform pose
in global frame is unobservable and the rotation around
gravity vector (yaw) is unobservable. Some other states are
observable, which include the platform pose in the initial
camera frame, the gravity vector in the initial camera frame
and the features in the camera frame. The intuitive interpre-
tation is that the visual camera is a bearing only sensor, and
the IMU is only a double integrator of pose, which are not
able to provide the pose and yaw information in the global
frame.

The observability analysis allows us to find ways to
sufficiently excite the system, such as using three non co-
linear features with given world coordinates, or pseudo-
measurement equations to make some unobservables
observable.[1] Further, it has the potential to provide clues
on how to make the unobservables blow-up as slowly as
possible.

For filtering-based approaches, the linearised system is
employed in EKF. However, the observability of linearised
system is different to the corresponding non-linear system.
More specifically, the yaw is observable in the linearised
systems. This unexpected observable DOF leads to an in-
consistent result: the estimated covariance is better than
actual measurement result. One direction for improving the
consistency is to impose a constraint in the erroneously
observable direction due to model linearisation.[38]

The observability was also analysed using a concept of
continuous symmetries, which is able to find the analytical
derivation of observable state and identifiable
parameters.[39]

5.2. Parameter identifiability

In most of visual related localisation techniques, the camera
intrinsic parameters are known in advance. They can also be
calibrated on-line, such as the methods introduced in [40].

The IMU biases vary with time, and are modelled as
time-variant states in most cases. The observability rank
condition shows they are observable.

The spatial parameters between IMU and camera are
six DOF transformation and must be known precisely to
stabilise the estimation results. They are modelled as ran-
dom walk processes and treated as time-variant states. The
analysis of observability rank condition shows that six DOF
camera IMU transformation, along with IMU biases, gravity
vector and the metric scene structure are all observable. Full
observability requires sufficient excitation, i.e. the platform
at least undergoes rotation and acceleration along two IMU
axes.[41–43]

The temporal parameter between inertial and visual sen-
sor measurements is the time delay. The local identifiabil-
ity of time delay is established by constructing constraint
equations which involve the time delay and other quanti-
ties. The rank of the Jacobian matrices of the constraints
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is checked for local identifiability. The result shows that
the time delay is locally identifiable in general trajectories.
The critical trajectories that cause loss of identifiability are
characterised.[44] The time delay between inertial and vi-
sual sensor measurements is also estimated by a variant of
ICP algorithm in [45].

6. Conclusions

This paper has presented an overview of the state-of-the art
visual inertial odometry methods. It was presented from two
perspectives: filtering-based and optimisation-based
approaches. It was also described by handling visual images
with two ways: feature based and dense based. The broad
knowledge of EKF and image alignment has been unified
into the same framework.The links between two approaches
have been characterised by iterated EKF, smoother, and
marginalisation, and a deep insight into two approaches
has been unveiled. The state observability and parameter
identifiability are analysed. The paper has also summarised
a range of techniques used in this research area, includ-
ing EKF, MAP, IEKF, BA, ICP, MHE, etc. In the future,
exploring the computational complexity of these variants
would provide more intuitive guide to the practitioners in
this area. More implementation details should be provided
as an integrated part of this work.
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